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Geist Taps New Senior Members
by DEBBIE BASTEK
"I want a chance to bring
understanding - this to me is a
teacher's highest reward." Having paraphrased the preceeding
quote to describe the evening's
speaker, Dr. Carolyn Wells opened the fall induction ceremony
ol Geist, and added, "More than
anything I can say, these words
characterize our speaker and our
friend, Miss Barbara Bishop."
Miss Bishop began the ceremony with the narration of slides
projected simultaneously on the
front and side walls of Jarman.
The slides depicted various aspects of life at Longwood - the
Rotunda, students in both formal
and informal gatherings, classes, registration, Oktoberfest,

sports, the entire gamut of college life from freshmen to senior capping. Citing passages from
the 1972 Virginian, Miss Bishop
described the scenes projected,
noting, "You are growing, you
are grown, you are different.
You are Longwood. Different
women, women of a kind - you
have the vote, the drink, the
privilege to speak for yourselves. And you do. With suggestions and guidance, the quiet
one, the vivacious one, the joiner, the loner all speak together."
Following the comments on
honoraries - "The reward for
a job well done ... 'It looks
good on the record.' It is good
for those who have earned it." —

Capping Recognizes Seniors
Convocation Opens School

New Geist members (front) Jane Wooldridge, Barb Cridlin,
(back) Kay Oliver and Lynne Pierce.
Miss Bishop added comments of any man tell you different."
Quoting a description of civiliher own, emphasizing that an
individual's experiences 'pro- zation by Peter Max, Miss
vide you with the advantages Bishop added, "Students who face
that make your lifestyle today." the reality that they do not exist
"What a woman thinks, so she for themselves alone are the
becomes," Miss Bishop stated, architects of civilization."
adding with a smile, "Don't let Noting that students today are

members of a new generation
with its own culture, she explained that the student who wants
freedom can achieve it only by
being "true to yourself," and
continued, "Being true to yourself is the best and only way to
relate to others."
Miss Bishop closed with various quotes about women made
by such notable personalities as
Catherine Ann Porter, Barbara
Walters, Lee Marvin, Rod McKuen, and renowned anthropologist Margaret Meade, who said,
"Women must take their places
in a world about which they are
learning more and more."
At this point in the ceremony
the members of Geist entered
carrying the candles which symbolize honor, humility and the
light of intelligence, to the musical accompaniment provided by
Mary Sue Clayton. Following a
greeting by Cindy Bradley, Debbie Hyatt read the devotion selection from Jonathan Livingston Seagull's discourse, and the
principles for which GEIST stands
were explained. The members of
GEIST then tapped the following
(Continued on Page 2)

Examination Schedule
Examination Day
and Date

Dr. Proctor addresses Convocation assembly as Dr. Willett
and Dean Wells look on.
By PAM WATSON
The Class of '73 was recognized November 13 as they were
officially capped by their little
sisters at Senior Capping.
Debbie Hyatt, president of the
senior class, presided over the
ceremony and introduced the
class advisor, Mrs. Candy Dowdy, and the speaker for the program, Dr. Henry Willett.
After awarding Joyce Saunders
a gift for her work as chairman
of Oktoberfest, Dr. Willett announced the twenty-two seniors
who were chosen for Who's Who
1972. He then spoke to the seniors on selecting professors to
fill out recommendations for jobs
and the changes in the academic
program here at Longwood due to
the self-study that is coming to a
close this spring.
On Tuesday, November 14, the
senior class took part in convocation which officially opened the
school year. Rev. Wayne Johnson, Director of the Episcopal
Campus Ministry, gave the invocation. Special music was presented by the Longwood College
concert choir.

The speaker for the program
was Dr. Samuel Proctor, the
Martin Luther Professor of Education at Rudgers University and
pastor at the Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem.
Dr. Proctor spoke on the responsibilities of education especially recognizing the different
levels of the community that we
belong and are responsible to.
Interspersing with anecdotes
and jokes, Dr. Proctor clearly
emphasized that nowhere else
could we have the natural resources, religious inheritance,
and inherent benefits that serve
as opportunities for us.
In speaking of these rights and
opportunities, Dr. Proctor stated
that "these rights only come by
breaking of conventional tradition."
He felt that we, as students
should appreciate the fact that we
can enjoy these opportunities.
There are many like us who have
the capacity but live in poorer
conditions and are underprivileged and many of such people
are emerging from today's colleges.

Morning
9:00-12:00

Monday
January 15

8:00 Monday

Tuesday
January 16

10:00 Monday

Afternoon
2:00-5:00
♦11:00 Monday

Evening
7:00-10:00
♦2:00 Monday

2:00 Tuesday

♦8:00 Tuesday

Wednesday
January 17

9:25 Tuesday

4:50 Tuesday

♦9:00 Monday

Thursday
January 18

10:50 Tuesday

4:00 Monday

♦1:00 Monday

Friday
January 19

2:00 Monday

3:25 Tuesday

♦2:00 Tuesday

Saturday
January 20

9:00 Monday

♦10:50 Tuesday

Monday
January 22

11:00 Monday

♦9:25 Tuesday

Tuesday
January 23

1:00 Monday

Wednesday
January 24

3:00 Monday

♦8:00 Monday
♦10:00 Monday

8:00 Tuesday

Examinations are scheduled in accordance with the first day of each week tliat a class m
For example, all classes meeting at 11 a.m. on MWF, M-F, MTuF, or any combination beginning with Monday at 11 a.m., will have the final examination at 9 a.m. on Monday, January 22. In
the event a class meets at an irregular hour, e.g., 12:45 Monday, the class will be examined at the
time set aside for the regularly scheduled classes meeting during that period, m this case with
the classes meeting at 1:00 on Monday. Examinations for evening classes will be scheduled on the
evening of the regular class meeting during the examination period.
Examination periods preceded by an asterisk, ♦, are alternate times which may be used in
addition to, but not instead of, the regularly scheduled period. Because it is not feasible to schedule an alternate hour for every scheduled class period, some periods do not have alternate tun. .
listed. Instructors may permit students to take examinations at the alternate p«-ri<xis listed. Instructors are free to schedule individual examinations at other times, if they wish, provided
that such individual scheduling does not interfere with the prerogatives of other instructors, remembering that an examination must be available to students at the regularly scheduled hour.
MANY CLASSES DO NOT LEND THEMSELVES TO DUAL EXAMINATIONS. THEREFORE, A< CEPTANCE OF THIS PROGRAM IS THE SOLE PREROGATIVE Of THE INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTOR.
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Make
A
Choice
Flections for offices in the major organizations will be held next week and we as students
will have important choices to make. We must try
to choose the best person to represent us from
those who have chosen to run for office. In order
to help you in this task, each of the candidates,
with the exception of two, submitted a brief resume
of what she plans to do if elected. These appear on
pages 4-7.
Unfortunately, there are few offices where we
actually have a choice between candidates. Out of
2T) offices, only six of them have two candidates
seeking them. Fven more unfortunate though is
the fact that, even in these races, instead of being
able to pick between two highly qualified candidates, too frequently the difference between the
candidates is between inexperience and inability.
Either we are presented with a record of incapability to perform even minor tasks properly or
there is no record at all. Of course, there are exceptions, but they are few - very few.
Yet. despite this bleak outlook, we must make
a choice. From a group of largely unknown faces
and names, we must choose the new school leaders.
This may seem an impossible and even unfair
task, but it is a necessary one and, if we keep a
few points in mind, we should be able to accomplish it.
Fust, it should be pointed out that though a
candidate is running unopposed, as many are, it
does not mean that she automatically gets the position. By our constitution, she must receive the
approval of two-thirds of the student body. These
girls need to be scrutinized as closely as those
with opponents. It is true that as the only one running, she at least should be given some consideration for the interest she has shown. This does
not mean, however, that she deserves a blanket
vote Examine her carefully. If she doesn't represent what you want to see in office, then don't
vote for her Sometimes an unfilled office is preferable to one with someone just stuck in it who
doesn't represent the students.
The second point is that every candidate should
be given careful consideration. Know what they
stand for in as far as what they hope to do in office Don't let even one slip by you on the basis
that she's a friend or your roommate thinks she's
great Each one of these girls could play a very
important role in your future at Longwood whether you are a Senior or a Freshman. If they
don't tell you what their ideas are, stop them and
ask them Pay careful attention to their reliability
and dedication. For example, two of the candidates "neglected'' to turn in the summaries of their
opinions, which were intended as an information
i vice for you, to the ROTUNDA. I would take a
good, hard look at these girls.
Finally the most important point is this. Once
your officers are elected, they will need your support more than ever before. As I said before, many
of them will be entering positions with no previous
experience. This will be a handicap, but it can be
overcome. They will need your ideas and your
patience Patience will be of critical importance
because, in the confusion of transition from one
group of officers to another, they will need some
time to find their footing.
The greatest support you will be able to give
these new officers will be loyalty. Your candidate
may not be elected, but whoever fills the position,
hopefully, will be there to serve you. Don't turn
your backs on them because you didn't vote for
them.
So choose your candidates and I hope that in
this limited field you can find someone who represents your views. Then be sure that you vote.
It's something that can't be neglected. It isn't only
a privilege, it's a duty to your school, but most
importantly, it's a duty to YOURSELF.
LYNNE

Eefttni0ikt(&tW
Two-Sided
Dear Editor,
This letter is in reference to
the various letters and editorial
concerning sororities. I disagree
with your views. As a non-Greek
I am not qualified to give an
indepth report on sororities, but
I do have some definite feelings
on the subject.
I am a sophomore who went
through Rush last year. I met
a lot of wonderful, friendly
people. As with any large group
of girls you are going to get
some different personalities.
Even families argue among themselves. Does this mean families
shouldn't exist or should be completely done over?
Sure sororities cost money.
Most things do. If you feel that
it would be worth the price to
you as a person there are ways
of saving the needed amount.
Sororities provide companionship on the weekends at Longwood when it seems as if the
student body has moved to a
different location.
I have been invited by a sorority to go on some of their
"Road Trips" to other schools.
On these occasions I have had

just about the most fun of any
other activity here at school.
Sororities provide much needed
social activities. I admit that
there are more activities on the
weekends at school now, but it is
nice to be able to meet and talk
to members of the opposite sex
once in a while.
During Rush, sorority faults
may be emphasized to a bystander, but I feel that many
of the "sisterhoods" on campus are a lot closer to eachother than the Green & Red &
Whites.
This is only my view of the
situation, but I think that a nonGreek who approves of sororities
should also have her say. One
person expressing such pessimistic thoughts might adversely
affect the thinking of a large
number of people. If you are
going to put down a large group
of the students, you should at
least get both sides of the story.
Thank You,
B.J. Moss
GDI
Editor's Note:
Your last statement is probably
the most reasonable one that has
been made by anyone on the

Geist Tapping
(Continued from Page 1)
students as new members:
New Members
Kay Oliver, a senior Elementary Ed. major from Danville,
Virginia. Recently named to
Who's Who, she is also theViceChairman of Judicial Board, a
member of Sigma Kappa, and
has served as a Colleague, Student Assistant, and an Orientation Leader.
Also a senior Elementary Ed.
major, Jane Woolridge is from
Martinsville, Virginia. The senior class historian and member
of Kappa Delta Pi, Jane was a
senior Usherette during Oktoberfest, a Student Assistant, and
an Orientation Leader.
Lynne Pierce, senior History
major from Virginia Beach, is
the Rotunda Editor, a member
of Who's Who, Pi Gamma Mu,
Pi Delta Epsilon, and Kappa Delta Pi. Lynne is also the ViceChairman of Honors Council, a
member of Publications Board,
and has served as a Student

Assistant and an Orientation
Leader.
A Physical Education major
from Mechanicsville, Virginia,
Barbara Cridlin has played on
the Varsity basketball, hockey,
and archery teams. Having
served as treasurer of the Athletic Association, she is also
a member of Kappa Delta Pi,
and has been a Resident Counselor and an Orientation Leader.
Geist is Longwood's principle
honorary society, recognizing
juniors and seniors who "have
complied outstanding records in
leadership, scholarship, and
service to the college community." In addition to demonstrating
leadership and/or service to the
College, students must have a
2.8 average for induction into
Geist, which strives to "recognize and encourage leadership,
promote college loyalty, preserve ideals and traditions of
the College, and to foster high
ideals of service and scholarship."

3fMI
EDITOR
Lynne Pierce
ASST. EDITOR
Pam Watson
BUSINESS
Chris Sharpe

PROOFREADERS
Chris Bailor
Sandy Walters

is

PHOTOGRAPHY
Gerry Sue Davis
Ellen Morrison
CIRCULATION
Elaine Flippen
Becky Turpin
ADVERTISING
Leigh Pierce
Susan Trulove
ART
Ginny Massy

REPORTERS
Becky Nicholson, Belinda Brugh, Janet Tennyson,
Debbie Bastek, Chris Bailor, Sandy Walters, Sharon
Curling, Barbera Radford, Jeannie England, Connie
Martin, Marlene Oliver, Betsy Nutter, Jean Tote.
Cindy Lysaght
LAY OUT — Emilie Easter, Barbara O'Brien, Mary
Beattie, Susan Glasheen.
Opinions nprnwl are those of the weekly editorial board and its columnist* and do not necessarily reflect tin- views of the student body or the
■((ministration.

sorority issue. It is true that
every issue has two sides and
while my comments were negative, the sororities proved themselves capable of presenting their
views. The point that must be
salvaged from the furor is that,
while sororities appeal to a large
number of students, 75% of the
student body is not attracted to
sorority life and for very valid
reasons.
This is probably a good time
to extend congratulations and a
word of advice to the 189 new
pledges. You have been chosen
as the new blood which will insure the existence of your respective sororities. They need
to find new paths and directions
to follow in order to serve Longwood and you in the future. It will
be your responsibility to be the
instruments to direct them to
these new paths. Please remember that those who deny change
are the first to perish from it.
LP

To Sororities
Dear Editor:
A Different View of Greek Life
To love a girl as my sister
Something I wanted so very much
to do
To talk when she was unhappy,
To cry when she needed to.
Someone to share my dreams with
Someone who really knew
These are what I needed in a
sister
And these are what I found in you.
Bruce Daugherty
Alpha Sigma Alpha

Have A
Question?
CALL
CATALYST
392-6326
Mon. - Thurs,
7:30 - 9:30

Life Is Not Meant
To Be A
Popularity Contest.
But A Test Of
A Man's
Endurance

The Editor

Varied Weaving And
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Serigraphs On Display
In Bedford Gallery

RASPBERRIES

Student Union Presents:
In Concert December 1

Raspberries

Presentation On
Polymer Painting
Given November 19

With Brooklyn Bridge
7:30 Jarman
s

LC Students 2.00

$

Others 2.50

• •••••*••*••*

Christmas Dance
Dec. 2 Gold Room
"Magic Reign" Playing
Semi-formal

*2.50 Per Couple

Twenty-Three New Members
Initiated By Lychnos
by SANDY WALTERS
Lychnos Society initiated twenty-three new members into their
organization on Tuesday, November 14. The tapping took place
at 8 p.m. In the C room of
Lankford, immediately following
the Society's freshman-faculty
tea. The new initiates, after taking the oath of membership, were
signed into the roll book of Lychnos, given their membership ribbons by the Secretary of the
Society and lighted a white candle
from the candle of knowledge.
The new members of Lychnos

Society are: Nancy Carol Anderson, Mary Sue Clayton, Doris
Frances Deane, Cornelia Nichols
Deyerle, Brenda Ilene Gibson,
Mary Alice Noel, Alvena Carol
Weishircher, Diane Ruth White,
Shirley Gail Whorley, Virginia
Lee Metcalfe, Karen Kay Ashwell, Lucy Ann Gresham, Patrice Willis Payne, Julie Ann
Sherrod, Karen Aileen Woltz,
Joyce Geraldine Foster, Mary
Martin Lyle, Margaret Estelle
Chapman, Mary Leona Martin,
Diana Lynn Perkinson, Barbara
Ann Siedlecki, Joan Jeter Zava,
and Lynn Carol Sherertz.

Rehearsals are now in progress for the next play, "Crime
On Goat Island."
Cinema 72/73 Presents

NINOTCHKA
Monday, December 4
Bedford Auditorium
7:30
Sprightly Comedy Starring
Greta Garbo
Donations: $.50

By SANDY WALTERS
Currently on display in the
Bedford Building Gallery are
weavings by Signe Ortiz and serigraphs by Janet Carson. The exhibit opened on November 19 and
will be shown through December
15.
Signe Ortiz is a native of Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. She specialized in weaving under Marianne
Strengell Dusenbury at the Cranbrook Academy of Art and received her M.F.A. there. She
is a staff member of the University of Wisconsin.
Janet Carson is an Assistant
Professor at the University of
Wisconsin. She received her
B.F.A. at the University of Illinois, her M.A. at Columbia
University and her M.F.A. at
Michigan State University.

Weaving And
Serigraphy
now on display
in Bedford Gallery

By SANDY WALTERS
Mr. Hugh Humphreys presented to approximately 35 to 40
people a demonstration-lecture
on Polymer Painting on Sunday,
November 19. This presentation
took place in Bedford Auditorium.
The majority of those present
were from the surrounding community. Mr. Humphreys, who is
from Petersburg, Virginia lectured on the history of polymer
colors and gave a demonstration
showing the full extent to which
colors can be utilized.
Following the lecture, a reception was given in honor of
Mr. Humphreys in the Lancaster
Library Gallery where there is
currently a showing of 16 works
of sculpture. The exhibit of Contemporary American Sculpture
opened Sunday at 5:30 and will
remain the Library Gallery until
December 15.
Both of these events were sponsored by the Central Virginia
Chapter of the Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts. One of the copresidents of this group is Mr. I. B.
Dent who is a member of Longwood's History and Social Science Department.

Contemporary Art
On Display In The
Library's Museum
By JE ANNIE ENGLAND
An exhibition of Contemporary
American Sculpture sponsored
by the Central Chapter of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts is
now on display in the Library's
museum room on ground floor.
On exhibit are such 20th Century works as COCKATOOS by
Charles Ewert Baker, William
Zorach's AWAKENING, DAWN
OF YOUNG WOMANHOOD by
Oronzio Maldarelli, SaulSwarz's
TROJAN HORSE, VIXEN, a work
by George Cerny, ENCLOSED
SPIRAL by Sheldon M. Machlin
and Mary Callery's TREE.
Also on display are 1958FOUR, a work by Bruno Groth,
TREES by Abe Satoru, WOMAN,
a work by Louis Rosenfeld, Paul
Granlund's FIGURE ON HAND
AND FOOT, Harry Bertoia's
HANGING SCULPTURE, BIRTH
PANGS by Cosmo Campoli,
Thomas Morin's HERALDIC
BEAST IV, and PORTRAITOFT.
CATESBY JONES, sculptured by
Jacques Lipchitz.
A reception was held Sunday,
November 19, marking the official opening of the exhibit which
will remain open to the public
until December 15.

The Abraham Brothers were a special program presented
by the YWCA.

Abraham Brothers Performed
With A Message For Crowd
their concerts, Don explained,
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
"We are glad to be here at "We can't do anything but enterLongwood College," began Gary tain you but Jesus can do everyAbraham, as the Abraham Broth- thing for you if you let Him."
Their performance was varied
ers performed to an enthusiastic
crowd, packed into the Gold musically, but all of the songs
Room.
centered around the same mesThe group has expanded to in- sage. The Brothers sang "How
clude one more member, since Great Thou Art," and a hard
their last performance here in rock selection entitled "One Way
March. Sixteen-year-old Johnny Person." Others included "If
Mathers has joined them as a God Is Dead, What's this Livdrummer. Other members of the ing in My Soul," and "Thank
group include Don and Gary Ab- God For The Lighthouse."
raham, and Ed and Bob Finney,
The YWCA is making plans for
all from Youngstown, Ohio.
the Abraham Brothers to reIn telling the purpose of giving turn in the spring.

List Of Scheduled Exams
For Hampden-Sydney College
The examination period at
Hampden-Sydney for the first
semester of the 1972-73 session
will begin January 13 and last
through January 20. Neither
classes nor examinations will be
scheduled for January 13 and the
morning of January 15. However,
if a student is scheduled for two
examinations during a single day,

Class Period Designation

G
B
K
I
F
D
A
E
C
J
H

he may arrange with the professor giving the afternoon examination to take that examination
earlier during the examination
period including January 13 and
January 15. The arrangements
must be made no later than January 5.
The examination schedule will
be as follows:

Examination Date
The Afternoon of Monday, January 15
The Morning of Tuesday, January 16
The Afternoon of Tuesday, January 16
The Morning of Wednesday, January 17
The Afternoon of Wed., January 17
The Morning of Thursday, January 18
The Afternoon of Thursday, January 18
The Morning of Friday, January 19
The Afternoon of Friday, January l'J
The Morning of Saturday, January 20
The Afternoon of Saturday, January 20

Morning examinations will be- ginning of the examination period.
The examination in DHAR
gin at 9 a.m. and end at noon. Afternoon examinations will begin at courses may be given at any time
2 p.m. and end at 5 p.m. All within the examination period
students taking Western Man 101 which is agreed upon by the prowill take that examination with the fessor and students concerned.
A professor may for sound
"D" period classes. Examinations in Chemistry 101 and Chem- pedagogical reasons choose not
istry 201 will be given with the to give an examination in one or
more courses. He may also move
"B" period classes.
When more than one section of a an examination to an earlier date
given course is taught by one pro- within the examination period
fessor the students involved may provided he lias the consent of all
take the examination with any of the students involved. However,
these sections provided the pro- he may not give a final examifessor approves. This approval nation prior to the beginning of
must be obtained before the be- the examination period.

THE ROTUNDA
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Candidates For Major Organizations
Editor's Note:
Each candidate for office was
asked to submit a brief summary
of what she would like to do in
her office if elected. The following pages contain these resumes and pictures of the candidates.

Legislative Board

/

BORBSIE BANNIN
After serving on the Board for
two years, I realize there is no
validity in change for the sake of
change. Inevitably, there will be
issues to come up for consideration throughout the next year. If
they seem to be supported by the
majority of the Student Body,
and are there upon passed by
Legislative Board, I will do my
utmost to present them favorably to the Administration. Once
such measures are passed, I
would attempt "to have them put
into effect as quickly as is feasible. My goal is to represent the
Longwood students in whatever
way the office permits, even if
my own personal views must be
overruled to do so. This will
also involve speeches, letters
and public appearances, through
which I would try to create the
good impression that Longwood
deserves.
Longwood's Student Government is an active one: its effectiveness can be seen in the
Alcohol Rule, Open House, and
the self-regulatory hours. As
Chairman, I can only hope to
continue such vital progress, so
that the college remains a school
consistent with its times and
make up.

BARBERA RADFORD

The purpose of a student government is to present and champion student opinion to the institution's administration. A problem occurs, however, when student opinion is diversified, and
some facets of this opinion are

not heard. Greater communica- ering information and necestion between the student and the sary facts so that the board will
student government on Long- be aware of limitations and poswood's campus, is a necessity. sible means in which to pursue
I feel I am eligible for the office their goals. Rather than setting
of SGA President, and Chairman rigid plans, it is more importof Legislative Board, because ant to view the students' ideas.
I can represent more facets of When these ideas are studied,
the student body, and be more members of the board must cosensitive to their diverse opin- operate with each other, and
ions.
support the views of the majority.
To facilitate communication,
an officer, appointed by Legislative Board, could be in charge
of studying student opinion. She
could use surveys, suggestions,
and personal questioning. The
existing Legislative Board committees could be more representative of the students by allowing one person to belong to
only one committee, by appointing the committee members from
a wider range of students, and
by defining the powers of each
committee, and assigning those
areas of concern not covered to
temporary committees.
The vote is a mode of communication, and every student
should make his opinion felt with
his vote. Freshmen are given
only 1/2 vote, which is a block
to good communication and should
be changed. But, the most imLINDA GILL
portant thing is to make the
Longwood's Orientation Prostudent's opinion heard, and that
gram
has changed a great deal
is what I can do as SGA Presiwithin the past few years and
dent.
should continue to do so in order
to be a worthwhile program for
the future Freshmen classes.
I have chosen to run for this
office because I am extremely
interested in the benefit of orientation to all students.
It is difficult to say at this point
what I would change or what I
would add to the program because of the proposed change in
the academic calendar. I would
like to see pre-registration for
the Freshmen held in the summer
along with some of the academic
meetings and the achievment test.
This would shorten the program
in the fall somewhat, but allow
more time for events of interest.
Note that this is only an idea
and would have to be studied
carefully along with the new academic calendar. I am eager to
start on such a study - for I can
CATHI O'DONNELL
see a great deal of advantages
Many changes have been made in this change.
Orientation is a vital part of
in the past few years. Much is
still left to do. Grading changes one's Freshman year and I am
are now being studied by a com- willing to work to the very best
mittee. Hopefully they will be of my ability in hopes of making
able to submit a suitable method the program even more worth
that will work at Longwood. Stu- while.
dents have also expressed the
desire that the teacher evaluations which are completed at the
end of the semester be reviewed
by the Deans, so that they become more aware of the student's
views concerning the professors.
Important social changes have
taken place. Most have been well
received and the student body
has been pleased. Now we must
strive not for change, but improvement of our present systems. As time goes on, various
changes will be necessary, and it
is important that we be knowledgeable of these, for there is
often room for improvement.
In the position of vice chairman, cooperation seems to play
a leading role. Bringing student's
ideas and requests to the board
is a big responsibility but support with others is needed also.
GRACE ANN OVERTON
As a member, one must vote
I have decided to run for office
the way he feels but must reof
recording secretary of legismember that he is part of a
lative
board because I am ingroup and majority rules. His
concurrence with majority rule terested and concerned for my
fellow classmates. I am willing
is important.
A vice chairman must work and able to accept the responsioften behind the scenes in gath- bilities of the office and to carry

__i

them out to the best of my ability. Being involved in high school
SCA and other organizations such
as the newspaper, I realize the
tremendous necessity of taking
clear accurate notes at meetings
and keeping them in a neat orderly fashion. I feel I have the ability to fulfill this job. Along with
accepting the responsibility of
an office, other qualities are
needed such as a strong character to stand up for what one
believes is important. The possession of strong character is
an important assest for a leader.
Another characteristic needed is
a good personality. The ability
to get along with the majority
of people makes it easier to
produce decisions which would
benefit the student body. A good
leader must posses these qualities and if elected, I will thrive
to meet all of these requirements.

office also stipulates a seat on
the Student Activities Fees Committee.
As a candidate for treasurer
I feel my responsibilities and
opportunities of service extend
further. Holding voting membership to the Board will mean my
most important obligation is to
represent the needs and opinions
of the majority of our student
body. I would like to help Longwood's Student Government continue to revitalize and awaken
to the needs of its students.
Contributing to this goal is the
greatest challenge of any officer
or representative.
Residence Board

DEBBIE WALDRON

ROSA MYERS
In running for corresponding
secretary of the legislative
board, I hope to get involved
directly with the changes in policies, rules, and activities of
Longwood College, this office
will also give me an opportunity
to know the student body in a
more personal way.
I feel that I am qualified to do
this job for three reasons:
(1) I worked my senior year
in an office at my high schooL
(2) I have worked for the past
two summers in an office.
(3) I am a business major in
stenography.

For the office of Residence
Board Chairman, one candidate
is running, and this may seem
that the students have no choice.
This fact makes it very important that the students vocalize
their opinions to the Board so
that they can be represented.
I CHOSE to run because I enjoy
working on a student government
board. As the secretary, I have
the experience needed to lead as
Chairman as I was actively involved in the rule changes, the
new self-regulatory system,
open-house, and other activities.
This past year, many changes
were made, and much work needs
to be done to perfect the new
systems. Also, a basic need of
Residence Board, a board that
deals most directly with all students, is to be aware of the
changing needs and to update our
present rules of the college. The
Board is very receptive to students' opinions and suggestions,
and consequently in the past,
changes were a result of a student suggestion.
I ask for your support and encourage you to voice your opinions as this will be the key to
an effective and responsive
board.
(Continued on Page 5)

Major
And
CAROLYN CAMPBELL
As the office title implies, my
main obligation as treasurer of
Legislative Board will be to keep
an accurate account of its funds.
These funds also include those
of the other major boards since
the office is treasurer of the
Student Government. Besides a
position on Legislative Board
and its Executive Council, the

mm

Minor
Elections
December
4
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Candidates For Residence, Judicial Boards

RITA BERRYMAN
I am a candidate for a major
office, that of Vice Chairman of
Residence Board. You might be
wondering why I chose to run for
this office. My reason is simple.
I wanted to serve in a capacity
in which I could work with a
majority of the student body.
The biggest responsibility of
the Vice Chairman is serving as
Chairman of the dining hall committee. Since I have been involved
with the dining hall as a student,
a waitress, and a hostess, I
feel that I can view any problem that may arise objectively.
I realize that there is always
room for improvement and if
elected I will be open for suggestions, as well as complaints
and constructive criticism.
If elected, I promise to do the
job to the best of my ability. I
feel I have sufficient experience
in the operation of the dining
hall which will enable me to meet
the requirements of this position.
The Vice Chairman also has
other duties which are essential
in the effective working of Residence Board. She accompanies
the Chairman on all pretrial investigations and it is also her
responsibility to preside at all
trials. To successfully fill this
requirement I feel one must be
thoroughly acquainted with all
rules and be honest and fair in
all situations.
I think the most important
qualification for this job is willingness. I truly want to serve as
Vice Chairman of Residence
Board. I hope that you will give
me the opportunity to work for
you.

BARBARA SIEDLECKI
My name is Barbara Siedlecki
and I am running for the office
of Vice Chairman of Residence
Board. I have served on Residence Board this semester and
am familiar with the topics be-

fore the Board now.
The following subjects are
areas presently on students
minds:
1. New Open House Regulation - When brought before the
Board for a trial basis, I voted
YES. I don't consider the dormitory room strictly a bedroom.
It is, during a college term, one's
complete living quarters.
2. Self - Regulatory HoursWhen brought before the Board
for a trial basis, I voted YES.
I believe Longwood students have
the sense to know when they want
to come in. The extended curfew
allows for greater personal freedom. Hopefully, this is a beginning toward greater reliance on
one's self.
3. Dining Hall Committee I am, at the moment, questioning the following practices in our
dining hall system: (a) The low
number of students present on the
nights meatloaf is served directly indicates a need for change in
the general menu, (b) Waiting
outside the Dining Hall on week
ends to be let in for meals is an
unnecessary frustration
and
needs immediate attention.
In closing, I hope you, as a
whole and, more importantly, as
an individual, will feel confident enough in my qualifications
to elect me to the office of Vice
Chairman of Residence Board.

JUDY TERRY
During the past year Residence
Board has proved itself a vital
member of Longwood's Student
Government. It has, for instance,
worked hard to find the best
means of changing such things as
week end curfew and open house
rules. I would like to see such
changes for the better continue,
and I feel that I could help our
students by being an open-minded member of the Board who
would be willing to listen to any
of their suggestions concerning
actions that would improve Longwood's residential life.
The secretary may not be the
most important member of Residence Board, but she has a great
responsibility in that it is also
through her that the students
learn what actions Residence
Board is taking and what things
it is considering for action. Not
all students may feel the responsibility or v have the interest to read the Board minutes
when they are posted, but for
those who are concerned, I hope
I can help keep you informed.
Therefore, I feel I can be an
important member of Residence
Board in that I can be a link
between the Board and the students.

Pick
k
Candidate!

JANICE POOLE
Many of you probably do not
take Residence Board or any
Student Government Board seriously. This, I feel, is a serious
oversight. Student Government
permits us to actively participate
in deciding and settling the issues
on our campus and to see that
our campus life runs smoothly.
Residence Board concerns itself with the residence halls,
dining hall and fire and safety
regulations. The Fire Warden has
the responsibility for making the
campus aware of these regulations through her work with dorm
presidents and hall presidents in
successfully carrying out fire
drills.
Is there really a need for fire
drills? My answer is yes! We
need to be aware of what to do
in case there is a fire. Sure, they
are a bother to all involved but
it is better to have knowledge of
the proper procedure and not
have to use it than to have a fire
and have girls panic because
they don't know what to do or how
to get out of the dorm quickly.
I will, if elected, stress to our
campus the importance of this
knowledge in hopes of smoothly
carrying out fire drills in the
coming year. A successful fire
drill will show that we are prepared for an emergency and that
I have accomplished my job.
I have had experience I consider very valuable in working
on both Legislative and Judicial
Boards during the summer sessions. This year as a Dorm
President I have worked closely
with Residence Board so I feel
I know what is actually involved
in this office. I am very willing
to put my time and effort in my
job. Please give me your support
in the coming election.

ANN STEGER
Being Fire Warden involves
much more than deciding when to
have fire drills and setting off
the alarms. It means being a part
of Residence Board and working
for the student body. I would like
to see Longwood students become
more aware of Residence Board of its purposes and its proce-

dures. As Fire Warden, I would
attempt to set up a more efficient fire drill system. I would
see that all alarms were periodically checked to insure that
they are in good working order
and can be heard throughout each
building. I would like to have fire
drills in all buildings on campus—
not only in dormitories. An efficient fire drill system needs
to be established in each building; especially in the library and
dining hall where there are many
students together. All fire extinguishers should be checked
often and replaced if old or broken. Every building should have a
specific exit for fire drills that
the students know. Above all, I
would attempt to make the students more aware of fire regulations and drill systems.
Judicial Board

CINDY CRISP
"Upon entrance here a student is assumed to be a woman
of absolute honor until she proves
herself otherwise ..."
If one would flip through my
student handbook for my freshman year, he would find that this
sentence is underlined with bright
yellow. As a freshman just elected to the Judicial Board, it impressed me as being the most
significant statement I read in the
Judicial Board policies. In those
few words the whole honor system began to take on meaning for
me.
I trusted those words then because I had no other choice. I
was a freshman. How did I really
know?
Now after looking back on three
years of serving on the Judicial
Board, I can still say I trust
that statement. I KNOW it is true
because never has it once proven
false.
But it concerns me that many
students do not have this same
trust in their Judicial Board. Of
course, I have had an advantage
which I wish every Longwood student could have - actual experience as a board member to know
the board does seriously accept
the responsibility of enforcing
and upholding the regulations
which govern Longwood College.
For everyone to participate on
the board would be impossible.
Therefore, those who cannot
must be able to trust those who
can. It is that simple.
Trust is so important. I could
not bring myself to run for Chairman of a Judicial Board I felt
did not take seriously the policy
I put my trust in years ago "... a student is assumed
to be a woman of absolute honor
until she proves herself otherwise . . ."

JOYCE MORENE
Our Honor System at Longwood is a tradition in which we
should take extreme pride. We
should be proud that we have a
working Honor Code that provides an atmosphere of trust
among the student body. The
Honor Code, however, can only
be as effective as we make it.
It is hoped the students will assume their responsibility toward
this by respecting the rules of
the college and by reporting violations when they are observed.
In only this way can the Honor
System reach its full potential.
Because of my strong belief in
our Honor Code and my desire
to help maintain our Honor System, I am a candidate for Chairman of Judicial Board. The work
of the Board is very detailed
and complex and therefore someone with experience is needed for
the office. I have served on the
Board since my freshman year
and I feel I have acquired the
knowledge and skill necessary for
the job. As Chairman, I would
support the practice of reviewing the Board's procedures each
semester and above all I will
strive to preserve our Honor
System.

CONNIE DEYERLE
Since I have been at Longwood there have been many
changes, but there are still some
which have to be made. One of
these changes should be the election of the Vice Chairmanship of
any board. I do not think it is
fair for the loser of a chairmanship to have another chance
to run against the winner of the
vice chairmanship. The student
body voted they did not want her
on a board. Why should she receive another chance to run?
Freshmen do not realize the
power and procedure of Judicial
Board until they find themselves
(Continued on Page 6)
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Judicial Board, YWCA And Student Union
(Continued from Page 5)
facing the board or hear of trials
from other freshmen. I think their
orientation should include an in
depth briefing about the boaid and
the rules they enforce. The board,
itself, could meet with orientation leaders, colleagues, or student assistants to fully clarify
any questions which freshmen
might have.
I believe there is another
choice instead of that of "loving
or leaving it." For those students
who are not leaving but do not
love the school I hope to be their
answer by serving on Judicial
Board. I hope todays students as
well as future students will vote
tor a change in policy and student leaders.

DEBBIE POTTER
The office of Judicial Board
Secretary is perhaps the most
vital link in the honor system here
at Longwood. It is important in
that its duties require the keeping of accurate records of all
judicial proceedings. An accurate
record in such matters is not
only important in insuring the
welfare of particular students involved but of the student body
in general. I feet this position can
only be filled by someone who
is familiar with the operation of
Judicial Board and who has a
complete understanding of Honor
Code policies. During the past
year I have had the opportunity
to acquire this understanding
while serving as a board representative. This experience has
given me the preparation needed
to fulfill the position.
I view the Honor Code as a
necessary part of college life
and feel that it is designed to
benefit and profit the student
body. I also feel that by serving
in this capacity 1 can help insure
students rights and privileges.

YWCA

president of the Y, I will seek,
along with the other officers
and under the guidance of the
Lord, to work toward these goals.
I am thankful for this opportunity
to share my faith and to serve
the students of Longwood.
One Way!

Elections
December
6

Student Union

DONNA HICKS
"There you are!
It's been a nightmare aU weekend
Not knowing what's wrong
with me.
My dreams going back &
BEV BURY
forth
From reality to sleep and
The YWCA means a lot to me.
back.
JEAN DUNAVANT
This
past year I have served as
I was afraid it would be an
Wesley
Representative
and
Woreternity.
The Student Union has finally
ship Chairman. As Wesley ReBut here you are in the sunlit
been
recognized as an active orpresentative it has been my job
bed room.
ganization
willing and able to
to keep Wesley and the "Y" inThe stereo's on and the clock
respond
to
the desires of the
formed of each others activities
doesn't scare me.
students.
As
chairman of the
and projects. As Worship ChairI can dance and sing
man I have been in charge of Student Union, one of the first
And feel you sweep me up in
getting people to do vespers. Both things I plan to do is to establish
the clear day light.
of these positions have been very the films, concerts, coffee house,
Laughing with me
rewarding. As secretary it will and publicity committees on a
And the love swinging back
still be my job to inform others more independent basis so that
and forth
of "Y" activities and projects executive members will have
Between us.
but on a much larger scale. more time tor more innovative
It's groovy knowing you."
planning. This has been unsucThe YWCA needs enthusiastic cessful in the past because of
and sincere people who want to
He's a man of all times-He give of themselves. I am one of lack of student participation. We
stands waiting in times of need those people and I know a lot now have enough involved stuand want, He stands waiting in of others are too. Everyone has dents for more specialization
times of rejection and unwant, something to offer and no matter leading to a more varied proHe knows about the personality how much you give or what you gram.
Some of the new activities I
that my friends see, He knows give it is always greatly appreciplan to work for are: joint proabout "Me", He met Abraham ated.
grams with Hampden-Sydney; ex"where he was at in life" and
The "Y" success depends on panded'Wheels'
excursions; and
He'll meet you there, too.
you. Show your concern for others student art exhibits in Lankford.
He's Jesus Christ.
tor at the same time you'll be
I also hope to publish an adhelping yourself.
vance calendar of all our scheduled activities.
Because I have been working
very closely with the union in all
its areas of operation, I feel that
I can very capably assume the
position as chairman. I have
worked well with the other members and I am receptive to any
and all ideas to better our program. The Student Union has unlimited potential, but the pulse
of the organization depends on
YOUR active participation. I hope
you will give me the opportunity
to guide our Student Union.

HOPE VAUGHAN

Vice-Chairmen

forsake thee." With the Lord
helping me, I shall try to do
my best in this capacity.

The YWCA has grown, since
my freshman year, by leaps and
bounds both spiritually and in
participation in student affairs.
In the two and a half years I
have been at Longwood, the Y
has increased in active involvement and student recognition, and
I praise the Lord for the increase! I would like to see this
trend continue. The spiritual aspect of life is indeed the most
important aspect, for this is
what lasts-this is what endures,
and too often the spiritual aspect
is overlooked or negelected. The
YWCA is a major, campus organization which sets for itself
two main goals: to put Jesus
Christ first in everything that
is done, and to meet the spiritual
needs of the students. As vice

CATHY SUE EPPS
I want to be treasurer for the
YWCA because I can fulfill a
twofold goal that I have set for
myself. General speaking, holding a office gives one an excellent opportunity to become
involved with the shaping of the
policies of that organization and
to become acquainted with people
that one does not ordinarily meet.
Through an office, one can also
serve his school and his friends.
My other goal is to serve the
Lord. Because of God's love for
me, I want to be involved with
some kind of service that can
be a way of returning, in part,
that love. The Lord tells us in
Joshua 1:5,
"I will be with
thee: I will not fail thee nor

for week end entertainment.
Having helped organize and
gone on several of the "Wheels"
trips, I favor return :rips to
Washington, and Williamsburg
and the expansion of the program
to possibly include a week end
trip to New York, a spring vacation to Florida, and a late spring
beach trip. I would also like to
see "Wheels" sponsor transportation to concerts at other colleges.
Last year I actively worked to
have the more recent films shown
in our film series. With its apparent success this fall, the Student Union should continue this
policy.
Having coordinated the December 1-2 week end I have gained
the practical experience necessary in planning a concert. If
the Raspberries concert and
Christmas Dance is successful,
more week ends of this type could
be planned - possibly one for
Valentine's Day.
Second semester brings the
third year of Experimental College. Besides past successful
courses such as Bridge, Yoga,
Birth Control, Karate, I encourage any topics you would like to
see taught.
However, second semester has
not yet been planned, and I would
welcome your ideas and suggestions.

\
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ELAINE JACKSON

The week end before Thanksgiving vacation the Student Union sponsored a Coffee House in
the Commons Room with entertainment by Massey andAndrick.
The Coffee House was a new
idea and the many students who
dropped in appeared to have a
good time and expressed a desire
for more activities of this type.
Not only is the Student Union
searching for new ideas, it is also searching for new people to
work within the organization to
bring a closer band between those
who serve and those who are
served. I would like to be one
of these new people, willing to
bring with me my new ideas but
also prepared to work on the
established activities of the Student Union.
The students of Longwood College make the Student Union and
without your help it will cease
to exist. I would like to see all
students taking more of an interest in what the Student Union
is doing for them. I hope that the
students will help me have the
VIRGINIA METCALF
opportunity to work with and for
I have worked with the Student them to keep the Student Union
Union for the past two years and alive and growing stronger.
am presently serving as its
(Continued on Page 7)
secretary. My involvement grew
as I became aware of the need

Student Union And AA
(Continued from Page 6)

pation and without this student
involvement the organization
would be of no useful value.
Although I am a declared elementary major I feel that the
students need to get actively involved. With new and different
future ideas concerning Field
Day and intramurals we will be
able to achieve this goal.

JULIE MANN
Student Union has really become an asset to Longwood this
year. It is my hope that it will
continue to do so. The students
on campus need a diverse choice
of activities as there are individ-.
uals on campus. I want to help
the Student Union reach out and
meet the needs of all students.
Each individual on campus should
be able to find an activity that
can be related to her. The Student Union must be an organization of action. It must be constantly in tune to the wants of
the students. I hope I can be a
link to this communication.

DEBBYE TEABO
Treasurer-Student Union
No Resume Submitted

Athletic Assoc.

DIANNE AMME
As a candidate for president
of the AA I am appealing to the
student body as a nonphysical
education mayor and I feel that
I am in the position to represent
the needs and opinions of the
majority of the student body.
The foundation of the AA is
dependent upon students partici-

CHARLOTTE FUGETT

begin? — Freshman orientation!
The AA demonstration during
orientation should be as mandatory for freshman as any other
scheduled meeting. It's during
this A A demonstration that the
AA can really begin its publicizing. Instead of using only varsity sports and intramurals as
the demonstration, excerpts from
the AA play days, color rush,
and Song Contest should be included. The students need more than
just a sports activity demonstration. They should be motivated
to participate in the organization.
The election of Dorm representatives also presents problems because often the representative is not able to attend
the regularly scheduled meeting.
I propose that an "alternate"
representative be appointed at
the same time the AA representative is chosen. By doing this
each dorm should be represented
at the AA meeing whether it be
the representative or her alternate.
More AA projects is another
means of increasing participation. Since not all students enjoy
competing in intramurals, the
AA should sponsor more sports
days and play days. Give the
students a chance to relieve some
of their tension.
I have participated in varsity
basketball, hockey, and archery
as well as intramurals. This year
I'm serving as Winter Sports
Chairman for the AA and was
recently pledged into Delta Psi
Kappa (Honorary Physical Education Fradernity).

For the past two years, I have
supported the Athletic Association - not in a leadership capacity, but through involvement in
such events as intramurals, song
contest, and varsity athletics.
During this time, I felt that I
was fulfilling a valuable role, for
despite any amount of preparation, no such major functions can
exist without adequate participation by members of the student
body. Now, however, I see that I
can serve the Athletic Association in a far greater scope by
providing the responsible leadership it needs to continue its activities.
If elected as President of the
Athletic Association, I would like
to promote greater involvement
by the Longwood students in their
AA activities. I believe this can
be done through the strengthening
of communication between the officers of the organization and its
dorm representatives. Another
major objective I would like to
see carried through is a program
sponsoring transportation to major athletic events occuring in
this state.
The Athletic Association needs
a leadership that will devote its
DARYL DRISKILL
time and energy to the maintenance and growth of the orAs secretary of the Athletic
ganization. If I am elected, the A A Association I plan to record all
will have top priority in my life the minutes of the meetings as
here at Longwood.
well as undertaking any other
secretarial duties that may be
placed upon me. I want to help
make the A A an organization in
which ALL students may participate.
The AA meetings are open
to all students and we would appreciate any comments or suggestions that you may have.

DEBBIE CARNEAL
As a junior physical education
major I'm interested in promotall athletic activities. But I'm
genuinely concerned about the
poor lack of participation in the
AA. Part of the problem lies with
a misunderstanding that the AA
is for physical education majors
only. It's up to the AA officers
to spread the word and begin an
all out program for AA participation. Where should all this
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Legislative Board Meeting
By BECKY NICHOLSON
Mary Lou Glasheen, chairman
of Legislative Board, announced
to the Board before Thanksgiving that Publications Board is
reviewing its constitution again.
"Faculty, administration, and
students have had good opinions,"
Mary Lou said.
These opinions will be used in
reviewing Publications Board
Constitution.
Day students have asked in
committee reports to Legislative
Board that a coke machine, a
clock, and a phone be placed in
their lounge. Some students have
complained that they are not getting ROTUNDAS in the Day Student Lounge. The Board will dis-

cuss this in the future.
Also, the Board discussed
whether to place flowers under
Dr. Jarman's portrait in the Rotunda. In past years this was
done during the month of November in memory of Dr. Jarman's
44 years as president of Longwood. This was not practiced in
recent years. After some discussion, the Board felt that this
custom should be discontinued
since flowers were not placed in
memory of other presidents of
Longwood or other honored officials.
Within the next week, Board
members will be considering a
nominee for Handbook Chairman.

Large Scale Abuse Of Drug
Methaqualone, The Love Drug
"There were nude bodies
everywhere, squirming to get off
of a large throw rug and into
their clothes."
The setting of a new pornographic movie? No - the police
report of a raid on a methaqualone party, America's aphrodisiac drug kick that is spreading fast.
Called "The Love Drug" by
users because of its reported
loosening of inhibitions, police
first started noticing large scale
methaqualone abuse about six
months ago.
"We began finding those little
white tablets," said one narcotics agent, "along with the regular assortment of pot and pills.
It sent us running for our copy
of the PHYSICIANS' DESK REFERENCE (a book containing data
and pictures of all prescription
medicines) to find out what everybody was using."

Traits
Made under the trade name
Parest, SOPOR, and Quaalude,
methaqualone is a nonbarbiturate
sedative given to patients who
have trouble sleeping. Unlike
most other "downs," methaqualone is not physically addictive,
but it can cause psychological
dependency.
Illegal users of the drug claim
it causes drunkenness, slurring
of words and loss of muscle
control. But perhaps the bestliked effect and definitely the
reason most give for its growing
popularity is its enhancement of
the sex drive.
Orgies among users are not
uncommon and the racydrugisin
great demand with "swinger"
groups of young, married couples. One Atlanta doctor prescribed methaqualone for coed
patients, visiting them after office hours when he knew their
libido would be at its height.
And many arrested recently for
sex crimes have been found to be
under the influence of the drug.
Makes User Float
"It makes you float right into
an affair," said a dental assistant who uses no other drugs
except marijuana. "I have to
watch who I take it with as It
makes you more susceptible."
"You desire sex more," a
pretty, 21-year-old stewardess
explained. "But its not like these
old jokes about 'Spanish Fly.'
You don't hop in bed with the
first person you see. If you are
with a guy that appeals to you,
it is more likely to happen, that's
all."
It is methaqualone's use as a
love potion that has officials
SUSAN WAGNER
worried. "This drug is not a
Treasurer-Athletic Association harmless placebo to be used at
every campus mixer," said Dr.
No Resume Submitted

David C. Smith, a Florida physician specializing in the treatment of drug problems. "It is a
powerful central nervous system
depressant that can cause internal bleeding and other horrors
in overdose quantities. The fact
that it has reported aphrodisiac
qualities makes it all the more
attractive to drug abusers, hence
more dangerous."
Protests Against
Even such an unlikely crusader as Jerry Rubin has taken
up the banner against methaqualone. During the recent demonstrations at Miami Beach's political conventions, Rubin and his
Yippies organized an "AntiDowners
and Anti -Quaalude
March" to protest against the
increased use of these dangerous drugs.
"I don't care what the effects
are, they are death," said Rubin,
clad in a red bathing suit for an
outdoor press conference announcing the street action. And
with Miami Beach Mayor Chuck
Hall looking over his shoulder
in approval, Rubin complained
that "the government is shoving
these Quaaludes down our throats
to keep our minds sedated."
Still Spreads
Despite Rubin's explanation,
methaqualone is spreading because there is money to be made
selling the drug illegally and people want to buy it. One dealer
on a southern campus picks up a
tax-free $500 a week making five
sales of 1000 pills each. "I could
sell five times that amount if
I could get them," she said,adding, "that's how much people
want them."
The illegal pills and capsules
of the nation's largest pharmaceutical manufacturers. Unlike
barbiturates, no increased security precautions accompany the
production
of methaqualone,
which is made by six companies
in varying forms.
"Parest provides help for
thousands of people without the
danger of taking a barbiturate,"
said a spokesman for Parke,
Davis & Company, which manufactures the capsule sold in differing strengths. "We realize
some of our drugs are finding
their way into illegal markets and
we are trying to do all we can to
prevent it."
As of now, an arrest for methaqualone abuse is classified as
"possession of a restricted drug
without a prescription," a minor
charge in most areas. But Federal Food and Drug Administration officials are pressing Congress to pass firmer legislation against the drug. Within a
year, narcotics agents hope to
have such new laws.
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Locater Service For Minorities Formed
The Minority Graduate Student
Locater Service, a program offered by Educational Testing Service, is designed to help the nation's graduate schools seek out
potential students from minority
groups. ETS estimates that between 10,000 and 15,000 students
could use this service offered
free to both students and institutions for the first time this
fall.
Students now have a chance to
complete a special 17-item questionnaire as one step toward entering graduate school. These
forms will be made available to
institutions and will include information about the academic interests and goals of potential
graduate students of minority
groups. Admissions officers may
then personally contact students
and invite the applications of

those whose particular interests
could best be served by their
school's graduate offerings.
The locater service is being
used by some 300 schools this
year, with more offering the program later. The service is open
to second semester juniors, seniors, and college graduates.
Nearly 2,200 counselors at under
graduate schools across the
country can supply the questionnaires to interested students
whatever their racial backgrounds.
This program can serve a very
useful purpose, according to J.
Bradley Williams, ETS director
of the project, "One of the problems facing graduate schools
seeking to increase enrollment
of students from racial and ethnic
minorities is that of identifying potential students."

Council Of Higher Education Sets Up
Six Region Plan With Senior Colleges

The State Council of Higher lecting the new director led to a tution in the North. George MaEducation has approved a con- hassle. Robert L. Teeter, vice son, the University of Virginia,
tinuing education plan through- chairman from Richmond, not Virginia Polytechnic Institute
out Virginia that divides the state named to the committee looking and State University and the
into 6 regions with a senior col- for a replacement, said he want- Northern Virginia Community
lege assigned to each region ed all senior council staff mem- College are joining to cut costly
who's prime responsibility is bers to be considered for the job. duplication of effort in the adult
coordinating off - campus and His motion was not seconded. education field.
The University at Charlottesadult programs within its reTeeter said that the selection
of a director may be the coun- ville is "the focal point for degion.
Such a ' Consortium" is al- cil's most important current bus- velopment" in Central Virginia,
ready in progress in Northern iness and he felt that the selec- Madison College for the valley,
Virginia. Virginia Common- tion is "public business." Teet- VPISU for the West, and Old
wealth University is the as- er wants to know the facts on all Dominion University for the
signed senior college for the the job applicants and the coun- Tidewater area.
Plans for the western consortRichmond area and other private cil agreed to do so.
colleges may join the State supThose serving on the search ium are already well advanced
ported institutions in this devel- committee are Mrs. Dorothy N. and outlines for one in the RichCowling and Paul D. Sanders, mond area are already evident.
opment.
The Council also announced both of Richmond, Mrs. Adelaide
that Dr. Daniel E. Marvin, coun- H. Stegman of Annandale and
cil associate director, will be- Council Chairman A. Melvin
27 More Days
come acting director when Roy Miller of Alexandria. Already
E. McTarnaghan resigns Nov. more than 30 people have ex15 to take a post in West Vir- pressed interest in the job.
Until
ginia. Dr. Martin wUl head the
The Northern Virginia ConThere are three dozen state- Mary predicted that if the col- state-wide college policy organ- sortium was formed at the last
controlled colleges in Va. and leges continue to refuse to co- ization until a new director is General Assembly session and
Christmas!
George Mason University was
spokesman for more than a dozen operate on planning policy named.
The Council procedure for se- designated as the senior instiof them seemed to agree that through the state council, the
the State Council of Higher Edu- state may wind up with a policy
cation needs more budget power planning body that can "force
cooperation."
over the colleges.
As of now, the boards of visiIt was argued first that the
schools do not want a "super- tors of the various colleges make
board," meaning apparently, a up their own budgets, guided
board with far more regulatory at some points by state council
power over college budgets than guidelines. Then they politic to
the comparatively weak coordi- get spending for their particular
nating council now has. Commis- institution. This, according to
sion Head, Sen. William F. Stone, Stone allows some coUeges to
D-Martinsville denied he is seek- "get what they want and the
ing a superboard. He wants a others get what's left."
President Ronald E. Carrier
"restructured state council" on
which he could sit representa- Madison College, proposed that
tives of the state-supported insti- the State Council develop budtutions. It would serve as a "buf- get guidelines to assure fair
fer" between the lawmakers and allocation of state funds among
colleges.
the colleges. College budgets, if
Stone got the lawmakers to approved by the council, "would
establish a Senate-House Com- be recommended to the governor
mission to probe the "financing as a total appropriations bill
and planning" of Virginia higher for higher education."
education. The 1974 legislature
Then if the total appropriais to receive their recommenda- tion had to be reduced, the council would proportion reductions
tions.
The pressures for having
President Thomas A. Graves according to agreed on guide
children are great.
of the College of William and lines.
Some are social.
Like a mother-in-law asking
for the hundredth time when
she's going to see
grandchildren.
Or an aunt wondering out
Photo by Laonaid Nonet
loud whether the couple is
The American Association of
Dr. Rosemary Sprague, proUnfortunately, research has
University Professors (AAUP) fessor at Longwood College and
selfish.
consistently shown that not
in Virginia has reaffirmed its AAUP Virginia president said,
Other pressures are personal. enough Americans (from every
endorsement of collective bar- "This policy is a threat to every
Like the self-doubt in many
gaining rights for aU public em- faculty member of every instiwalk of life) are aware of the
men and women over whether
ployees including college teach- tution of higher education in this
benefits of family planning or
ers, after being spurred by the state."
they actually can "make" a
how to go about it.
State Board for Community ColAccording to AAUP spokesbaby.
That's what we're all about.
lege's secret decision killing ten- men, academic freedom is jeopOther
pressures
are
less
And frankly, we can use all
ure for teachers in two-year col- ardized by community college
obvious.
leges.
board action which casts doubts
the help we can get.
Like not enough family
The AAUP's Virginia Con- on teachers' freedom to publish,
Especially from thoughtful
ference has also called on the to research, and lead classroom
planning services available for
people who understand how
General Assembly to pass laws discussions on unpopular subeveryone who desires and
unplanned pregnancies can
clearly legalizing this right since jects.
needs
them.
the Virginia Education Associaintensify the already severe
". . . It is a major concern
As we said, the pressures are
tion has been looking for such to faculty members that these
problems society has still to
legislation for public school rights essential to higher educagreat.
solve.
teachers for several years.
tion not be in any way diminishBut as far as we're concerned,
People who will, at the very
"The faculty in each institu- ed by legislation designed to
there's
only
one,
repeat
one,
least, help others understand
tion should constitute the appro- guarantee the rights of all pubreason for a couple to have a
priate bargaining unit separate lic employes," stated the AAUP
that there's a difference
from nonfaculty staff members, position paper.
child: because they really
between having children—and
and the legislation should exThe AAUP also feels that "lewant it.
wanting them.
plicitly so provide," said the gislation must require secret
And
are
ready
for
it:
emoAAUP policy statement adopted ballot elections when the employtionally, not just financially.
by some 75 AAUP members and er refuses to voluntarily recoglocal chapter delegates who at- nize a public employee organiAnd there's only one time to
tended the fall meeting at Hamp- zation as the exclusive bargain
have that child: when they
Children by choice. Not chance.
ton Institute. Over 200 senior and representative."
want it. When it can be a
For further information, write
community colleges nn repreThe Virginia conference is now
welcome addition rather than
Planned Parenthood, Box 581,
sented.
preparing draft legislation to be
Radio City Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10019
an accidental burden.
Tenure, usually awarded to considered by a legislative comcollege teacben after 5 or more mittee which is now discussing
Planned Parenthood is a national, non-profit organization dedicated to providing
years of satisfactory teaching, public employee collective barinformation and effective means of family planning to all who want and need it
was done away with by the com- gaining legislative proposals
advertising contributed for the public good °<J« '
munity college board at a secret handed to the General Assembly.
session in Richmond, Sept. 20.

Colleges Seek More Power

What a pity that

having children is
often more important
than wanting them.

AAUP Renews Support For

Teachers' Collective Bargaining

Planned Parenthood
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